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New and updated second edition!Sometimes when teaching children an aspect of our Catholic

Faith, it is helpful to have a special activity to reinforce the lesson. They need exercises that train

the mind or move the heart. For this reason, Catholic teachers and parents will appreciate these one

hundred thoughtfully crafted activities drawn from the new universal Catechism of the Catholic

Church.The worksheets, memory games, Bible studies, etc. in this book require little preparation or

materials and are designed to supplement any catechetical text or program for children in grades 1

through 8. Though simple to use, these exercises uncover some of the depth and richness of

Catholic doctrine and practice. Topics of the activities are organized according to the four pillars of

the Catechism -- Faith, Sacraments, Morality and Prayer. Each activity is self-contained, perforated

to tear out and reproduce for group use. Whether it is memorizing the Creed, understanding the

Bible, or learning to pray, these exercises will enrich the faith of children and those who teach them.
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Wonderfully structured idea book for CCD and Youth Outreach ministers. Activities are fun and

informative and easily adapted to meet group need. Activities are based on sound catechetical

practices. I am a Bishop and enjoyed this easy read and have referred to it several times for ideas

to motivate and educate young Christians.

This book is a second edition. I really like the first edition so I thought I would order this one as well.

It appears to be a great book as well. Some of the pages look like the pages in the first edition but



there is also new material. I know I will be using both books when I teach Religious Education

classes.

great resource, spans multiple age groups... works for retreats and lessons in class, reproducibles

and projects

Good additional materials for classroom use. Product was as advertised. I've used this book for

class preparation and class work. I find it useful and helpful. I had prompt delivery.

This book has great activities in three levels which allows you to make adjustments for your class

and your individual students. I highly recommend.

Addressed multiple age levels and has concrete activities for all groups. Arrived promptly and in

great shape. Thank you very much.

DEPENDING ON THE AGE YOU NEED ACTIVITIES, IT'S PERFECT!

Great resource.
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